EPILOGUE
how widely and how quickly this is done. Contact between
the idea and the people can be achieved only with an
organized system keeping always in close touch with them.
This is a liability as well as an advantage, for the go-
between, the party, tends to become an independent unit
and .builds up machinery, which in its turn becomes more
or less independent. This hardens into party loyalty, with
its defensive and conservative instincts. But it would be a
grave error to treat this as a sign of inertia. Some defence
mechanism is as necessary to collective bodies as to individ-
uals. The herd instinct is the first victory over chaos ; it
is a bulwark against the outside world and prevents destruc-
tion or dispersal by outside influences before the individuals
have found time to get their bearings or realize what is
happening. The mass character of post-war social and
political action has profoundly altered the conditions for
this action. The very fact that action must take place
through and on behalf of the masses has made it to some
extent inevitable that the struggle should be centralized
and more confidence placed in the leaders. A general staff
which has to make a public explanation of its tactics every
five minutes and justify every step is doomed to defeat.
On the other hand,, the modern political campaign cannot be
carried out without publicity, stage management and much
significant symbolism. In it agitation (c the putting of a single
idea into many minds?) counts for more than propaganda
(cthe putting of many ideas into each single mind').
Regrettable though this may be, a movement which refuses
to adapt itself to these new necessities cuts itself off from the
masses and from its goal.
What chiefly stands in the way of this adaptation is an
illusion, cherished largely by * intellectuals', who are
inclined to overestimate the value of the tools that they
themselves have learnt to handle. For them it is important
not only to be right, but to have been right in the past.
They are content to prove their enemies* arguments weak
or their programme contradictory. The man in the ranks
knows that this is only the beginning of a fight which must
be constantly renewed. The ideas,, plans and promises
of the enemy must doubtless be criticised, but it must be

